
PERFECT SLEEP COMFORT.

riposa neck pillow



 Two sides with different
 benefits
The riposa neck pillow can be used on both sides thanks to its  
two-face cover : one side of the pillow cover with its new, pure  
goose down filling is particularly soft, while the side filled with  
micro-gel remains pleasantly cool.

Ergonomic at night, 
stylish during the day
The careful, high-quality workmanship of the 
pillow cover ensures extra shape retention –  
for ergonomic neck comfort at night and 
aesthetic appeal during the day.

Cosy and soft 
The new, pure, large-flake goose down  
is particularly soft, while the three-
chamber system ensures good support  
for the neck.

Pleasantly cool
The side filled with light micro-gel ensures  
a pleasantly cool feel.

 riposa neck pillow
The riposa neck pillow completes the riposa sleep system.
Whether you prefer a very soft pillow, one with extra support,  
a plump pillow or one that is barely noticeable : in true riposa style,  
our neck pillow can be customised to suit your personal needs  
and preferences.



PRICES

riposa neck pillow

Custom neck pillow art. no. 5211 359.–

Forte neck pillow art. no. 5210 359.–

Prices in CHF

You have the choice
Choose one of two different cores for your customised neck pillow.

SOFT MEDIUM FORTE

Thanks to the zip fastener and the additional microclimate flakes  
supplied with the pillow, the filling quantity of the insertable Custom  
core can be adjusted to suit your individual requirements.

Custom core

TECHNICAL DATA

TWO-FACE COVER

The selected core ( Custom or Forte ) is 
encased in a cosy cotton batiste cover. The 
front of the cover has a supportive three-
chamber system and is filled with 210 g of 
new, pure white 90 % large-flake goose down. 
The reverse side contains a 200 g microgel 
filling. Washable at up to 40 °C and then 
tumble dry.

FORTE CORE

Insertable core filled with 550 g of new  
white goose feathers. Washable at  
up to 40 °C with subsequent drying in a  
tumble dryer.

Support : 
forte

CUSTOM CORE

Insertable core filled with 100 g of 
microclimate flakes. The support level  
and filling can be individually adjusted  
thanks to the zip fastener and the refill  
bag supplied, which contains an additional 
80 g of microclimate flakes. Not washable.

Support : 
soft to forte ( individually adjustable 
according to the quantity of microclimate 
flakes )

DIMENSIONS 

50 × 70 cm

The insertable Forte core with new goose feathers is suitable for anyone 
who prefers a pillow with perceptible support.

Forte core



riposa AG Swiss Sleep     8865 Bilten     riposa.ch     T 055 619 30 00     F 055 619 30 01     E-Mail info@riposa.ch

riposa Swiss Sleep is an investment  
in your health – developed with  
experience and innovation,  
manufactured in Switzerland.

System.
The right combination for maximum sleep comfort.

A complete, ergonomic sleep system consists of a bed, a slatted base, a back support mattress –  
and a pillow. Thanks to the wide variety and multiple individual combination options offered by the  
riposa product family, sleep systems can be customised to suit your personal requirements.  
This means that every detail contributes to anatomically correct lying – for maximum sleep comfort  
and deep regeneration.
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